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At elja®, we're not so much in the Life Sciences business, as we are in the problem solving industry.   Every single day our entire 
team is busy applying  problem solving processes ranging from proprietary algorithms to downright incomparable determination 
in order to make a solution. Our routines are no more complex than the time consuming  efforts of experience and redemption, 
thought and analysis,  trial and error,  and a try and try again attitude. Since we have spent a better part of our four decades 
creating solutions for others, we are now, after much demand, creating a dedicated program with an outstanding team of 
Scientist,  Engineers, Builders,  Clinicians, Doctors, and a Business Mind or two for added flavor. This group is partly housed in 
our Glendale offices, yet our entire team constitutes all of our strategic partners and joint venture aficionados with whom we 
work with. 

One of the driving goals of the Make Solutions™  Happen Program is to change the way in which the life sciences innovate and 
implement new technology.  We want to create a mechanism where we will be able to make solutions to the real, everyday 
problems, and do so in a timely and cost effective manner. Moreover,  this program is not intended to cater to only large 
organizations,  in fact we love working with the small and nimble, as productivity needs and resource constraints are often the 
best drivers of all. 

We now encourage all participants to tell us your problem(s) so that we can make your solution happen. What we're looking for 
is a thorough enough explanation of the problem so that we can understand the points of frustration,  the limiting factors, the 
need, and the opportunity. We also need a starting point suggestion (if you can come up with it) as to what type(s) of technology 
could resolve your issues. Some suggestions:

-Wireless
-Software
-Hardware

-Automation

Make Solutions™ Happen

“The true genius is not the one who has all the answers, but the one who knows 
where to find them.”  

 Author Unknown

“It's not that I'm so smart, it's just that I stay with problems longer.”  

 Albert Einstein
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When we consider solutions, we painstakingly focus on the problem, the resources,  the logic, and the overall 

dependability of the alternatives.   It’s a curious process as it can involve almost everyone on our staff. 

Virtual Design Testing

We spend a lot of time in the virtual 

world before a single piece of material 

is chosen or becomes a prototype.  In 

this manner we are able to save 

immeasurable time  and resources.  

We can easily find mistakes or 

shortcomings in the design and 

mater ia ls se lect ion, and even 

measurements by using advanced 3D 

animation and design systems.  

Ultimately this helps us make a 

solution.

Prototyping 

Once we have all the details we begin 

to assemble a prototype for testing 

and fabrication modeling  purposes. 

This is often the most labor and 

problem solving intensive area, as the 

focus becomes all about the user.  

Within this stage, we work with our 

worldwide testing  centers to gauge 

c r i t i ca l f eedback and des ign 

alterations.

The Process
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Testing

Our pilot testing  can take place in 

laboratories, clinics, hospitals, and even 

in our own on-site testing facility.  The 

access to such diverse working 

envi ronments affords us unique 

professional opinions and invaluable 

development tools.   Our validation and 

final testing certification allows us to 

confirm and/or improve our overall 

design and utility objectives.

The Result

Solution Happens

Once we have refined the working 

prototype we make final modifications 

and proceed to crate and deliver your 

solution.  For software updates or 

technical hiccups, we are able to offer 

worldwide remote access support to all 

systems. We include directions and 

guidance materials and are available for 

the ongoing technical and service 

support for the duration of the 36-Month 

HammerHead™ Warranty Promise.
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FAQs

What is the Make Solutions™ Happen Program?

The Make Solutions™ Happen Program was designed as an opportunity platform for individuals and organizations 

that have identified a life sciences related problem, yet may not know how to resolve it.  It is a new way to create 

value based solutions (Value = time savings, cost savings, personnel efficiency, productivity increase).  We provide 

the brainpower, build power, and troubleshooting expertise in order to deliver a completed solution to you.  We can 

build one offs,  or build multiples, though we do limit high volume production.  Our internal process is standardized 

to follow  our own “scientific method” which further allows us to make solutions unique to elja®.  

What is our role?

Your role is to help us understand the problem with enough detail that we can begin to address technological 

alternatives that will lead us to a virtual world - preliminary design. Once we understand the problems and protocol, 

we will dialogue different parameters or design specifications and then get to work on a prototype.  

How long does it take?

This is a difficult question to quantify since it is largely dependent on the complexity of the problem and the solution.  

However, most projects develop over the course of several weeks and useable prototypes develop thereafter.  The 

important detail is that we have a lot of experience to draw from so as to avoid reinventing  the wheel and wasting 

time.

How is this different from a Prototyping/Contract Manufacturing Service?

In a few ways, we provide overlap to such offerings, however our area of expertise is not limited to design 

manufacturing.  We are a life sciences company staffed full time with Scientist, Physicians, Nurses, Engineers, and 

outstanding fabricators that can uniquely understand your problem and effectively make your solution.

How much does it cost?

Costs can range from a couple thousand dollars to several thousand dollars.  We try and avoid extremely complex 

builds as they will tend to be too costly in time and money.  We have to be able to provide you with enough incentive 

that our solution makes simple sense.  Furthermore, as we are able to leverage our advanced fabrication systems 

including CNCs and 3D printers, we are able to reduce conventional build times.

Are there payment terms?

Yes.  We know that many organizations have budgets that are approved over a fiscal year, or maybe throughout 

each quarter.  As such, once we have calculated a build cost, we can create a payment schedule that works for you.

Are products guaranteed?

Yes, with the HammerHead™  36-Month Warranty Promise.  All of the products we design, manufacturer, and sell are 

guaranteed with one of the best warranties in the industry.  We offer a 36 month top-to-bottom coverage including 

technical support and service updates.  This is not a service contract, it’s included with all of our products. 
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How Do We Sign Up?

Please visit us at www.eljainc.com (click on Make Solutions™)

We only make solutions.


